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Opportunity

Donator wants to... Scavenger wants to...

 Get rid of items  Locate free goods

Connect donations of disposed items 
with scavengers.
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We have created a platform that utilizes 
geolocation API to donate and locate 

disposed items in your community.



Someone's trash is someone else's treasure.

Solution



Features

Search and filter

to see only items you 
are interested

Map and list view

options to check out 
the items listed

Create account

to get access to 
listings in Scave

List item

with exact drop-off 

location to collection

Explore around you

to discover new items in 
your area

Mark as collected

when item is picked up 

to delete from listings



Contact with seller/donor

Donation focused

Exact location of items

Autonomy

Contacless collection

Scave
Facebook 

MarketplaceCraiglist



Product demo



Branding and Design Assets

bird mascot, popularly known as collectors

teal color to differentiate from competitors

naming from the word ”scavanger”

Typography

Custom icons

Colors

Heading 1

Heading 2

Heading 3

Heading 4

Body

Small

WeightPoppins

SemiBold 24pt Page title

SemiBold 20pt Subtitle

SemiBold 16pt Card title, menu item

SemiBold 12pt Button

Regular 12pt Card description, text

Regular 10pt Input feedback, details

Size Case

Primary

#00BCD4

Primary 

Variant

#0097A7

Secondary


Error

#0097A7

Primary


Variant

#006064

Grey 1

#CFD8DC

Grey 0

#FFFFFF

Grey 2

#90A4AE

Grey 3

#607D8B

Grey 4

#455A64

Grey 5

#263238



Technology & Tools

DevelopmentManagement Design



Premium membership

unlimited access and 
delivery services

Chat with users

to get more 
information on listings

Reserve an item

by hiding it from the 
listings page

Save for later

to get access to item 
location while offline

Future Enhancements



Thank you! 

Questions?


